Outdoor
Grills and
Gelfire Pillars

Phoenix and Firebird
The Phoenix and Firebird grills are created by the award
winning Danish architectural designer Bent Falk. They
can be used either as outdoor fireplaces and barbeque
grills or simply enjoyed as outdoor sculptures.
Both the Phoenix and Firebird are made in the USA of
cor-ten steel - known for its long life span and durability.
They arrive with a brilliant silver gray finish, but will
soon take on a look of their own as the oxidizing starts
to take place. Each unit has unique patina, and will turn
a bronze color and add excitement to any special back
yard or garden. Also, the cor-ten steel coating protects
the inner steel and makes it maintenance free for years
and years to come.
The shape of the grills form a chimney-like effect that
creates a strong natural draft that allows you to build
faster fires. The smoke is “funneled” up and away from
the chef and any nearby guests.
The grill racks are made of heavy, 5mm stainless steel
rods and can be adjusted to 4 different height levels as
desired. The innovative design features stay-cool
handles, and the Firebird has a unique solid stainless
steel surface in the back area for warming, using as a
griddle, simmering sauces, or sautéing vegetables. (The
Firebird rack is shown to the right and the Phoenix rack
is at the bottom right.)
Both the Phoenix and the Firebird come with removable
stainless steel stakes so you can secure them on the lawn
or at a beachfront location. And when winter rolls
around, light up a roaring wood fire and enjoy a warm
gathering place après skiing, skating, or sledding. At
night these unique shapes take on a special look and
provide a romantic cozy setting with friends.

Phoenix (shown on the front and back covers)
Winner of the 2008 Platinum ADEX Award for design
and innovation. Tall, elegant, and
conical the Phoenix grill measures an
impressive 6’ 3” high, 24” wide,
and 20” deep. It weighs 220
pounds.

Firebird (shown at the top right)
Cylindrical, strong, and versatile the Firebird grill has
two settings for the firebox tray. The upper position is
used for grilling, and by lowering the tray to the bottom
position, you can make a traditional campfire. The
Firebird measures 4’ 3” high, 19” wide, and 19” deep,
and it weighs 160 pounds.

Gelfire Pillars
Garden sculpture by day; dramatic lighting by
night. Nothing sets the mood like flaming torch
pillars standing tall against a starry sky.
Designed by the award-winning Danish architectural designer, Bent Falk, they turn a simple
backyard gathering into an event, add flair to
a restaurant entry, and bring romance to
intimate dinners al fresco.
The Star and MiniStar are all made in the USA
of heavy gauge cor-ten steel topped with
stainless steel fuel wells that conceal the gel
can. Over time natural oxidation transforms the
base into a unique rich patina that protects the
steel core.
Gelfire Pillars burn 2 to 3 hours per filling. The
fuel is odorless, clean-burning and produces
lively, lofty flames. The Pillars come with an
initial supply of gel fuel. Refills are available in
13 oz. pint cans and 30 oz. or gallon bottles.

Winner of the 2008 Platinum
ADEX Award for design and
innovation.

Nearly 5’ tall, the Star Pillar and the matching
3½’ MiniStar Pillar transform decks, backyards
and summer cottage beachfronts into welcoming outdoor living spaces. Use one to anchor a
garden, another to illuminate the gazebo.
The 3D star cutout casts intriguing shadow
patterns throughout the day, and when the
stars do come out, your evening’s just begun.
The Star weighs 120 pounds and the MiniStar
50 pounds.
Picture the Pillars in pairs flanking a walkway
or strategically placed in multiples around the
pool or patio. Match up the Gelfire Pillars - the
sky’s the limit!
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